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Analysis of different aspects of data sharing 

 Obstacles, Enablers, Resources/Tools, Benefits
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8 aspects of data sharing

Legal infrastructure Data linking

Resources Process

Knowledge, skills and methods Technical

Globalisation and MNEs Cultural
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Examples of recognized obstacles and how 
to overcome these



Legal infrastructure

 Obstacle: Too narrow interpretation of current legislation

 Enabler: Good understanding and correct interpretation how the 
law treats data sharing for statistical purposes

 Resources/Tools: 
 Review current national legal and statistical frameworks
 UNECE guidance on modernising statistical legislation

 Benefits: 
 Better data sources on MNEs
 Greater reuse of existing information for statistical purposes
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Resources

 Obstacle: Coordination and carrying out regular data sharing 
require human resources

 Enabler: Dedicated permanent resources for data exchange, 
analysis and reconciliation

 Resources/Tools:
 Guidance on Large Case Units 
 Data governance processes within the organisation

 Benefits: Higher efficiency in data editing and quality assurance 
given greater access to a more diverse set of information
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Knowledge, skills and methods

 Obstacle: Lack of necessary knowledge to reconcile MNE data

 Enabler: New methodologies and guidance for data 
understanding, linking and reconciliation 

 Resources/Tools: Training courses and study visits

 Benefits: Better skills and competences to analyse and use data 
to produce high-quality statistics
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Globalisation and MNEs

 Obstacle: Difficulties to capture MNEs' activities correctly in 
national statistics

 Enabler: Better understanding of MNEs through profiling and 
international data exchange, analysis and reconciliation

 Resources/Tools: 
 Guidance on critical data items
 Discussion of difficult cases in the network of experts on 

MNEs
 Benefits: 

 Proper capturing of the impact of globalisation in macro-
economic statistics

 Decreased asymmetries of cross-border statistics
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Data linking

 Obstacle: No common identifiers nationally or internationally

 Enabler: Wide use of common and unique identifiers nationally 
and internationally

 Resources/Tools:
 Common identifier: GLEIF example
 Experience from the MNE profiling
 Global group register

 Benefits: Improved consistency of statistics nationally and 
internationally
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Process

 Obstacle: Unwillingness to increase dependency from external 
data

 Enabler: Agile strategies for using multiple data sources

 Resources/Tools: 
 Regular and timely data exchange schedule covering critical 

domains
 Described secondary production process

 Benefits: Improved consistency of MNE data feeding into key 
economic statistics
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Technical

 Obstacle: Insecure environments for data exchange

 Enabler: Secure technology for data exchange

 Resources/Tools: 
 Examples from other administration: Tax authority data 

sharing on MNEs via a Common Communication Network 
(CCN)

 Benefits: Readiness to exchange confidential data securely and 
efficiently
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Cultural

 Obstacle: Lack of trust between counterparts in data exchange

 Enabler: Knowledge on statistical legislation and statistical 
frameworks of counterpart countries

 Resources/Tools:
 List or accredited organisations with sufficient legal framework 

in place for the full protection of confidential data 
 Case study: A circle of trust in Nordic countries

 Benefits: 
 Creation of a more agile and responsive statistical system
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Thank you for listening!
Kristian Taskinen
kristian.taskinen@stat.fi
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